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A group of some of the most powerful people in the government, the military, and the private sector

has begun a brutal plan to quietly take over the reins of the US government. They've begun to

remove the people who stand in their way - and replace them with their own sympathizers and

puppets. They've already taken out the Speaker of the House - whose death was made to look like

an accidental drowning - and the president and vice president are next. Once they have their own

people in place, they plan to start a bloody, brutal war on an unimaginable scale. On restricted duty

while he recovers from injuries incurred on a previous mission, Dewey Andreas is sent to Paris by

CIA director Hector Calibrisi. The Secretary of State is going there for secret talks, and Dewey is to

be an extra layer of security above the State Department team. But what should be an easy mission

couldn't go more wrong. The cabal has sent in a hit man to take out the Secretary of State and lay

the blame for this murder at the feet of Dewey himself. With the Secretary of State dead, shot by

Dewey's weapon, Dewey is on the run and out in the cold, desperately trying to unravel the plot

before the conspirators succeed in killing millions of innocents.
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Unfortunately this book stretched the bounds of even the most preposterous action novels. I was

waiting for one of Dewey's disguises to be a cowl and a cape. This coupled with the obvious

editorial errors like the bad guy who filled a pack with 8 gauge shotgun shells and then the



statement that his favorite weapon was a 12 gauge shotgun. Also Dewey's target shooting session

when he put 7 shots in the same hole of a target set at 200 yards firing a Colt M1911A1 .45 caliber

semi auto pistol. This accuracy at this distance is virtually impossible for any handgun. More so for

the .45 which is a big, heavy and relatively slow bullet. At 200 yards given its ballistics this would be

like lobbing in an artillery round. A totally ridiculous feat of marksmanship even for someone of

Dewey's supposed expertise. A totally unnecessary exaggeration. These are just a few examples of

either bad research or bad editing that ruins what could have been a pretty good tale . I've read all

of this series and have seen the transition of Dewey Andreas from hero to superhero. It has reached

the end for me as I won't read another.

While I have thoroughly enjoyed the Dewey Andreas stories I've read, I was doubtful when I started

this one. Mostly because It seemed as if the bad guys couldn't lose, like they had someone inside

who was feeding them information. Plus the French DGSI arresting Dewey. However I couldn't put it

down once I got into it. Great read, ready for more Dewey Andreas stories.

I love this! Dewey is THE American hero...a bit damaged but always willing to stand up for what's

right, no matter what it takes. The plot to this story had me up really late, trying to finish...but I had to

wait until the next morning to find out how everything ended...and then start counting the days until

he's back! Enjoy this book, people!

Once again Been Coes takes you for a wild ride. In the style of Red October you bounce back and

forth. That doesn't hurt the story at all, it just makes it more entertaining. As in each of Mr Coes

previous books the story hooks you and will not let go. And like most of his fans you will be left

begging for his next book.

Nice read, in line with the other Andreas novels. Good story, well told, with one caveat; The grand

finale seemed to happen anticlimactically. The rest of the book was nicely fleshed out, rhythmically

delivered, but I felt like the author had somewhere to be and wrapped it up too quickly & abruptly.

This book was as Jason Bourne clone. It has all the necessary elements; non-stop action, a cast of

characters that changed at every turn of the page, and unbelievable stunts that were described in

the most vivid detail. Definitely a thriller from start to finish, and high recommended.



Could not put it down! Read in 1 day. Somebody needs to buy the movie rights ro these books.

Thanks to the real men and women who work everyday to protect us from the evil that is in this

troubled world.

Dewey takes on some new complexities in this latest installment and he continues to be a terrific

protagonist who the reader always roots for personally and professionally. Love the complicated plot

and twists along the way and can't wait to see what happens next.
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